The purpose and scope of this thesis has been to expand the concept of drawing to include ceramic materials in focusing on and clarifying notions of the human landscape.
The purpose and scope of this thesis has been to expand the concept of drawing to include ceramic materials in focusing on and clarifying notions of the human landscape.
Initially traditional drawing problems of still life, figure and landscape were undertaken.
The landscape problem was regarded as a good beginning point since it was free of the forceful references that could have easily overwhelmed city scape studies before a visual understanding could be solidly established. The landscape problem was focused on and under went a series of changes beginning with rough sketch-like studies through "realistic rendering" to limited and, finally, extreme abstraction.
While the landscapes were undergoing the final steps of abstraction and compositional lessons were being gained, small cityscape studies were begun. At the same time con ventional drawing was engaged to set upa kind of dialogue to help isolate and understand the concerns. The central feature of a human scale of change began to emerge and take form in wet clay pieces.
A personal vision of the nature of urban existence was distilled out of concluding work and will continue to have momentum beyond this thesis. for the most part with matt glazes (Fig. lA) , and the second with early Japanese folk pottery, primarily Shigaraki, Bizen and Iga (Fig. lB) . Work generated out of these interests Simple thrown cylinders were made as a ceramic equiva lent to the two-dimensionality of paper as a way of emphasiz ing surface. The landscape formula was flatly applied to the surface with the difference that internal compositional elements--the things that spelled out landscape--were focused on individually and as visual relationships. Color, texture and shape, within the format of landscape, were experimented with.
A group of colored pencil drawings (Fig. 8) paralleled and drew from these studies. In effect, they were visual notes on what was seen to be taking place within the latest landscapes and were the testing ground for the treatment of future pottery.
Finally, the landscape format was abandoned altogether in a fifth and last set. This final set ( Fig. 9 ) further abstracted the elements and overall compositional sense of earlier pieces but as a subjectless parallel and test or clarification of the landscape's structure and basic make up. They are succinct statements or formulas drawn out of previous landscapes as well as maps of a kind of internal order from which this line of work would be guided. I ex pect, beyond the boundaries of this thesis, subject material will be reintroduced. A group of ink drawings ( Fig. 10 ) and collages ( Fig. 11) , suggested by this possibility, was done and pointed out that object meaning or identity and visual presence can parallel, exist independently or merge, creating new meanings and visual experience.
During the last two landscape groups, ideas and work concerning the cityscape appeared as a sort of counterpoint to the landscapes. Like the landscapes, internal elements and relationships were of particular focus within a subject format; however, the cityscapes brought out an accent on process. Cities move, are essentially rapid movementwhereas nature is also movement but on a vastly greater less detectable scale. The distinction is drawn by human capaci ties and purposes. The cityscapes sought to capture and work with these things.
The first ( I plunge back into the streets to seek and sort out the correspondents.
My heart is my neighborhood.
Where I played with ants there remains a sense of struggle with the boulders of existence. Stones and half eaten/rotten apples fit neatly between the painted peeling crosswalks. Papers of left over importance decay with winos in the uncharted little sewer creeks leading to the storm drains of memory. Manholes hide secrets; the only way in is through the sewer grates and only far enough to see bright unreachable coins of promise. Sewer grates cage creatures that reach out in the safety of night and drag down passing bicycles, so you are careful. Asphalt under the sun becomes a desert, scorching plains of mid-summer despair. We learn to hop and count and not to break our mother's back by the lines of concrete birth and decay. The traffic is a monster dog that would eat us alive if we weren't darting angles of anger. Far away an object breaks from a dark horizon and flees for the air in a rising arch. Below cars pass like unsuspecting ants; a driver passively listens for news on his radio. Pedestrians, two ladies loaded to the gills with loot, are star tled as they notice the object slow to reach its apex and begin its crash course to the streets. A yellow parking line, a crushed cigarette butt, several tire skid marks on the concrete, for a moment spell revenge. REVENGE Take your choice, it's all the same now now sealed in a new layer of asphalt just as the memory is sealed in succeeding layers of meaning. Below the earth mother of shamans boils and hisses with silent breath. We're forever crumbling.
A dark glowing city--like embers in the night underneath, a city of alchemists at work years of struggle into naught pain into grief, grief into despair
The city shrinks--the essence is squeezed out , my cup filled , my toilet filled , my guts revealed vomit cascades through the streets roars down gutters the underworld flooded all alchemists float to the surface an elevator stops there too ding "Down please" oh yeah through the waves a swimmer comes towards me. The spot light on her no it's me.
Who's he? I'm her The water is clearer now.
Sweet (sweat) cleansing music rising music with Luck the raft will float stay clear of the suction the drowning have greedy arms
So much debris to sort through So many wrecks unchartable currents--where's the danger?
So the surgeons think How may they act with each word boiled antiseptically? a knife to my throat answers with silent intent a corpse celebrates with stylish red severed veins mouthing the tune .
. a mouth organ? what pleasure, pleasure, pleasure I was flung once more· to the machination of existence.
I put on the exteriorization of poverty and opening the door, let a tendril of night mingle with the shadows of my dwelling, then shivering with its touch, I locked it behind to await my return. I stepped down to vagrant streets, liquescent with drizzly obscurity, aberrant with sooty definition, and the yellow clarities of spattered illusion. Unimpassioned, I rode the vague incubus of my body fleeing a neurosis of energy, dragging my mind behind, naked to the severity of concrete enigma, the oily mystery of walled dominion, street signed myopia glaring uncertainty over the fatal stability of steel supreme; that renewed itself within all inhabitants, as they tossed in their mausoleums of somnolence, absorbing their dreams, until buttressed by girders of insensibility, they can hoist their liturgies of rust to the exaltation of day.
And the day will resound through concrete and steel, vast with the clamor of mechanization and heels click-clacking like hoofs of staccato beasts head-long in scattered intent and momentous occasion. Adrift in the mortal swarms I agitated among the surge and strain of smoglit crowds. Dodging strides, I fled the rush of wheeled conceit and purpose paced like advertisement. Lost in flows of eyed aversion I grasped my own soul of iron against the cataracts of collective scrap yards, cowering beneath a steel milled skyline of condemned sensitivity. 
Outline of Construction
Inexpensive masons' clays would be combined with pearlite or sand for bulk as the primary construction material.
Clays have different colors in their raw state, ranging ln the earth tones from gray through various buffs and browns to deep reddish browns. Clays would be selected for desired color or modified with tempera during mixing.
Clays would be mixed very wet and bagged at anyone of a number of places prior to construction and transported to the building location along with other materials and tools to be used.
The pieces would be built by hand directly on thin plastic sheets set on the floor in a space approximately three by four yards roughly following a plan or guide.
There would be textural distinctions along with areas of different colors.
Relief would be between two and eight inches.
Construction should take place within days of a pre sentation's beginning and would take several hours to com plete beyond the mixing and transportation of clay and materials. These things could be done several days earlier in preparation.
When the clay work was done, "street language or symbols" would be added directly to the wet clay with spray paint in areas indicated by the plan or guide.
Except in areas where immediate extreme cracking, etc.
are desired, the pieces would be surfaced with rhoplex which would be dry by the following day.
During the presentation, as the work slowly dries, areas would be removed and/or modified one day each week and replaced/repaired/modified. Likewise, plans and notes taken during repair should be posted.
A large sheet of paper with a pen attached should be posted on an available wall for viewer comments.
Removal would be simple. The work would be broken into manageable pieces and removed. Since care would have been taken during the application of rhoplex and spray paint a mopping would be all that would remain to restore the area to its original condition.
Brief Background of the Work Proposed
The basis for this work was founded during my under graduate ceramic training. Since the goal of nearly all ceramics is to produce a cohesive "finished" (i.e., fired, etc.) object a good deal of training dealt with methods of minimizing nearly all the characteristics of drying clay. 
